Issue 105 July 2019

Welcome to our 105th edition of the newsletter. Included in this months newsletter are articles
on reducing heat stress, bull power, milk powders, keeping your grazing licence up to date, commodities updates, and low till reseeding options.
Your feedback and comments are most welcome. If clarification is required, please contact the
article contributor or for more articles and news visit www.fcgagric.com.
Edited by Gerard Finnan of David Bardgett Ltd and The Farm Consultancy Group
Tel: 07976 426420.

Water availability to cows, be it in the shed or in the paddock, is a big consideration this time of year. Water
is the most important component of milk, making up over 90% of its composition.
One of the best ways to reduce heat stress is to ensure a ready access to clean fresh water. Of the 200
litres that cows will drink per day, they will sweat 50 litres of water through their lungs to cool themselves
down. If they don’t drink water, they can’t cool down!
Studies have found that cows will not travel more than 150-200m for water. In effect they are ‘lazy’ and will
stay where they are despite their thirst. Also, at any time, there should be enough space for 10% of the
herd to be able to drink at any one time.
A good flow of water is also required as cows will drink 20 litres per minute and studies have found that a
40% reduction in water intake will reduce milk output by 25%. Cows also like to drink from troughs that
have a minimum depth of 70mm, ideally 300mm, so that they are not gulping air as they drink. Cows prefer a large, calm drinking surface from a clean trough.
Even with plenty of water available, are the cows drinking it? Is it palatable? Just stand and watch a cow
drink. Cows are more sensitive to tainted water than we are. If you will not drink from the trough then they
certainly will not! Cows usually taste the water initially with a couple of flicks of the tongue to test for taste
and temperature, and if happy will then take big gulps of water. If they are not doing this then something is
wrong with the palatability of your water.
Look at your cows as you get them in. Do they have
wet muzzles with plenty of froth, or are they dry?
Again, this is a sign they aren’t drinking
enough.
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Every time any stock is moved, ensure
that the trough is flowing etc. A broken
arm/ball may lead to water overflowing,
leading to insufficient water reaching other parts of the farm, as well as the potential cost of the wasted water. Slow flow
may indicate a leak elsewhere or a twisted inlet may prevent any flow.
For more information on water for your cows, contact Andrew on 07717 442888 or email
andrew@davidbardgett.co.uk
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Twice in this last week the question of bull power has come up in discussion. On both occasions
the focus was block calving, but bull power is important for any farm that uses bulls to sweep up
after a period of insemination.
The Incalf Project run by Dairy Australia on dairy farms and vet practices from all over Australia,
monitored all types of calving systems and from all this data some best practice recommendations were made. From this, the recommendation was for 1 bull for every 30 open animals, and
personally I always used to like running them in teams of odd numbers, like they do rams with
sheep. I’ve seen it myself where the two older bulls are fighting, and the young bull has sneaked
in and done the job required.
The ideal is to have two teams, one working and one resting. How you swap them around is what
works best for you, be it every day, every three days, or every
week. Some farms even train their bulls to stay in the paddock
as the cows return for milking so that they are on concrete for an
absolute minimal period.
If you are synchronising cows or heifers, then you need to double
your bull power for the initial period. Having bulls on farm is always a hassle, especially when you only want to use them for
four to six weeks of a year but are necessary for a block calving
herd.
On a Health & Safety note, never trust any bull no matter how friendly he appears to be.
Contact Andrew at andrew@davidbardgett.co.uk or Tel: 07717 442888, to discuss your bull
and semen requirements.

The Calf Company and Trouw Nutrition are our main suppliers, but we have
access to other manufacturers also if you would like an alternative price.
With a year’s experience of Trouw’s ECM powder I would not recommend anything else (which is not usual for me!). I’ve sold and seen the results for the
powder in autumn, spring and AYR calving herds which have been Holstein,
Jersey, Ayrshire or Crossbreed and every time I hear how the calves are bigger, stronger, healthier, have less scours and more energy than previously, on
alternative products.
I personally have never seen calves looking so good on a milk powder, they look like they’ve
been reared on whole milk! Some of this must be attributed to the fact that the powder has been
designed to be as close to whole milk as possible, and so easier for the calf to use and digest.
I’ve also had positive comments about how easy the product is to mix, with no bits left floating in
the water and how easy it is to get the calves on to the full feed rate.
The product has been developed using the latest extensive research by Trouw that has followed
animals through from birth to lactation and is showing positive results in the lactating animals
compared to their contemporaries, i.e. more milk & greater fat production.
I currently have a number of 500g sample packs of the ECM powder, so
if you’d like to receive one so that you can have a look and feel of the
product, please let me know and I will get one straight out to you. Contact Andrew at andrew@davidbardgett.co.uk or Tel: 07717 442888 for
your Summer/Autumn requirements now.
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Whilst doing this year’s round of BPS applications, I came across a number of clients who are reusing
grazing licences issued anything up to 12 years ago! Agreements of this age will have no reference to
the current BPS, entitlements, greening and other relevant EU regulations.
In order to protect the farmer’s status as the farmer (not a landlord) for both tax
and BPS purposes, it’s important to ensure that you have an up to date version
of such agreements. It’s also important to ensure that the farmer (not the licensee) carries out the relevant work pertaining to the agreement e.g. reseeding,
applying fertiliser etc. and shows these costs through their accounts.
Reviewing these documents annually is also worthwhile to ensure that both
parties are happy with the arrangement and any variations can be written into
the agreement to avoid any future disagreement.
When/if Brexit happens, all preceding grazing licences will of course be invalid
and need updating.
These licences are very low cost to set up and review annually.
Here is a useful link from the legal boffins summarising the subject: https://www.burges-salmon.com/
news-and-insight/legal-updates/grazing-licences-avoiding-the-tax-traps/
If using a grazing licence, make sure you are in the agreement with open eyes and both parties
are aware of their obligations. A simple written license can clarify matters and ensure all aspects are adhered to. Contact Tom at tommalleson@fcgagric.com or Tel: 07496 760242, to ensure you are up to date and legal.

Over the last month the pound has fallen by about two cents against both the dollar
and euro on the back of continuing Brexit uncertainly and the increasing fear of a
no deal from the new prime minister. Oil has risen by about $3/barrel over the last
month.
GDT has now fallen for the fourth consecutive auction, but the drop was only a 0.4% overall. The first
two falls were seen as a minor correction in price and the last two have been attributed to an increase
of product available at the auctions.
Milk Powder - There has been a drop-in price this last month, in line with the GDT fall,
however, don’t expect SMP based powders to show this drop.
Feed - Plantings have increased in the US, to more expected levels, and so we have
seen a fall in prices across the board. Not quite as low as they were earlier in the spring
but better. The initial harvest reports in Europe are indicating above average yields and
quality.
Fertiliser -The silly season has been and gone, though with the market a
lot flatter than last year. I am now receiving opening urea prices for the
new season in the early to mid-£280s/t. Nothing that is making me get
too excited at this point. Like the AN market Urea is appearing flat compared to last year. By now I’d already done the large majority of the new
season urea last year, as prices continued to rise sharply. There is an
increasing rumour that China will return to the market, now that there are
higher prices. All the factories they closed were only mothballed! This
might help weaken the price, but demand continues to be strong across
the world which might negate this.
For up to date prices, contact Andrew at andrew@davidbardgett.co.uk or Tel: 07717 442888.
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Have you considered avoiding the plough when reseeding grass to grass?
On our own farm we have used several methods over the last 2 years, to avoid the loss of soil
structure and organic matter that tends to occur with ploughing. With shallow soils over heavy
clay it has been particularly important to avoid bringing up subsoil on land we have recently taken
on, which has not seen a cultivator for 25 years or more. These methods also reduce the establishment cost.
Example 1:
Autumn 2018 (see right) Lemken tined cultivator
twice, power harrow twice, roll, drill, roll twice. In this
particular case, the moisture retained by noninversion tillage gave the field a significant advantage
in such a dry year.

Example 2:
Late summer 2018 (see left) Roundup, Shakerator,
power harrow, roll, drill, roll.

Example 3:
Spring 2019 - (see right) Roundup, power
harrow twice, roll, drill, roll twice.
These methods of course carry risks associated with Leatherjackets, Frit Fly and Wireworm
(as does ploughing). Leaving the field for 4-6
weeks between first cultivation and sowing
would reduce the risk of frit fly and leatherjackets but wireworm however would still be a risk. These risks can be reduced by sowing a
spring crop such as oats or a brassica, to break the pest’s life cycle.
The same principles of non-inversion tillage can be used to establish
these crops, with an easy lo-till or direct drilling of grass seed in the autumn.
Contact Tom at tommalleson@fcgagric.com or Tel: 07496 760242,
for advice of establishing a new ley with minimum cultivation
successfully. Save the planet and your pocket!
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Tel: 01935 850093
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Disclaimer: Whilst every care is taken to provide accurate information, no liability can be accepted for any omission or inaccuracy of fact
or opinion. These comments are for general guidance only. For specific recommendations consult the signposted consultant.
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